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Accolades
"With its national
coverage and depth

Overview
The business of innovation is rewarding, driving productivity and
economic growth and changing the way we live and work. But it is
also highly competitive, requiring the conviction to develop nascent
products, the creativity to amass market share, and the tenacity to
safeguard pivotal IP assets. O’Melveny offers the complete suite of
legal and business expertise to players in the technology arena,
supporting growth at every stage of the corporate life cycle—from
earlystage startups to multibilliondollar global enterprises.
Our lawyers are seasoned counsellors, most of whom have decadeslong
track records of helping technology companies secure success in the
boardroom as well as in the courtroom. Noted for acting as true partners to
our clients, we work to understand their products, business models, and
corporate objectives. We feature particular strength in some of the hottest
sectors across the industry, including cloud computing, enterprise software,
consumer products and electronics, media and entertainment, efficient and
sustainable technology, mobile, and semiconductors and capital equipment,
as well as the emerging financial technology and “sharing economy”
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sectors.
The strongest validation of our commitment is the success of our clients
—Legal 500 observes that “[O’Melveny’s] success in the sector is
illustrated by the number of key clients that have risen from startup status
to major global brands."

Clients
Alibaba
Broadcom
CoreLogic
eBay
Exar
Houzz
Kabam
Lookout Mobile Security
Microsemi
Skyworks Solutions
Strava
Verizon Communications

Related Industries
Automated & Connected Vehicles
Fintech

Related Practices
Antitrust & Competition
Corporate & Transactional
Data Security & Privacy
Intellectual Property & Technology
Labor & Employment
Litigation
Regulatory & Government Affairs
Tax
White Collar Defense & Corporate Investigations
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